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 Where? 72
 When?  75
 Which? 84
 How? 88
Why? 93
Why? 94
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An Introduction to Verbs 99
can 103
happened, occured 105
to agree 109
to answer 111
to ask 114
to ask for 117
to bathe 120
to be 122
to be angry 128
to begin; to start 131
to be glad; to happy (rejoice) 133
to believe 137
to be sick 140
to bring 145
to buy 148
to call; to phone; to ring 153
to call someone 155
to cancel 156
to change 159
to clean 161
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to close 164
to come 167
to come (in) 173
to connect; to contact  175
to get used to (quickly) 179
to continue 182
to correct 184
to cost (money) 185
to cook 188
to cut off 191
to demand 194
to descend; to go/come down 197
to do 200
to drink 203
to eat 206
to explain 215
to fear 219
to find  220
to find out 222
to finish; to complete 224
to fix 227
to forget 229
to get up 232
to give 235
to go 237
to go out; to get out 242
to have to 244
to heal; to be treated; to get treatment 246
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to hear 251
to help 253
to invite 256
to keep 258
to leave; to get out of... 260
to lie (down) 262
to listen 265
to live 267
to look 269
to lose  273
to love 276
to meet (with someone) 279
to meet 281
to note; to celebrate; to mark 284
to object 286
to open 288
to order; to book; to reserve 291
to part 294
to participate; to partake 297
to partake  298
to pay 301
to place 304
to prepare (food); to cook 307
to prepare (an assignment) 311
to put 313
to put in; to deposit 315
to read 318
to receive; to get 321
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to recover 323
to remember 325
to rent 328
to return 329
to return  334
to ride; to drive  338
to rise (climb) 341
to run 343
to run 345
to say; to tell; to speak 347
to search; to look for 350
to see 354
to watch 354
to sell 356
to show 360
to sit 362
to sleep 365
to smoke 368
to stand 370
to stay 372
to stop 376
to struggle 378
to study 380
to take 383
to take down  387
to take out 391
to tell 392
to think 395
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to wait 398
to want 401
to wash 402
to work 406
to worry 411
to write 413
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